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Course Introduction
The course offers you: an opportunity to grow and learn more about yourself;
the ability to take positive action; a clearer connection to the transpersonal
realms of soul and spirit; ways of grounding creative energies and manifesting
true life purpose; an improvement to your inner life and interpersonal relations.
You study and practice at home in a practical way with reading, writing, reflection, visualisations, drawing, self- observation, meditations and other exercises. You work at your own pace thus enabling you to integrate your learning
into your daily life. Through careful tutoring, you are encouraged to utilise
your own resources to successfully follow your unique journey of exploration.
Following the course work, combined with a personal project of your own
choice, you keep a journal and send material at regular intervals for appraisal
and comment. You work at connecting Psychosynthesis into your own life
experiences, enabling it to become of living, meaningful value to your personal
and spiritual development.
Whilst not obligatory, everyone is encouraged to engage in regular therapeutic
work with a local practitioner. This can take many forms depending upon individual life need and circumstances, for example psychotherapy, counselling,
body work or healing.
On completion of this course a Certificate is awarded to those students who
demonstrate they are integrating Psychosynthesis into their lives. How long
this takes depends upon your personal progress and rate of work, but the twelve
lessons of Course 1 average one to two years to complete. Once completed a
student will be invited to take the Diploma Course to deepen their connection
with Psychosynthesis.
All correspondence including applications to:
Will Parfitt
via email
will@willparfitt.com

Fees

Applications
To apply for individual tuition, please
send the following details to Will
Parfitt at the email address below.

Do not send fees now. Full payment
details will be sent with your acceptance documents.

• Name, address, telephone number.

If you are accepted for tuition, you
will be asked to send the signing-on
fee of £120. This includes the cost of
the first two lessons and the creation
of your individual work-study plan.

• Date of birth.
• Current occupation.
• Why you wish to study and
practice Psychosynthesis.

Each subsequent lesson costs £60,
which includes detailed written
appraisal of the previous lesson’s
work, project work and the material
for the next lesson.

• Your previous experience of 		
Psychosynthesis or other
psycho-spiritual methods.
• Details of any serious mental,
emotional or physical illnesses.
• A description of what you would
say are your main strengths
and weaknesses.
• Any other relevant material.
All correspondence before and during
this course is treated with the utmost
confidentiality.

After the initial 2 lessons you contract
for 2 sets of 5 lessons at a time. All
lessons are received individually.
A few bursaries are available.
All students are requested to pay by
bank transfer or via paypal. Details
will be sent on acceptance.
(Currently £50 is approx.equivalent to
U.S. $80/ 60 Euros)

All correspondence including applications to:
Will Parfitt
via email
will@willparfitt.com

